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BenQ DL2215 LED Monitor

DL2215

Enjoy the revolutionary picture quality with the BenQ DL2215 LED monitor! Built with an LED backlight 
panel, the stylish DL2215 comes with aspect ratio 16:9, 100% dot-to-dot image quality, and BenQ 
exclusive Senseye® Technology  to offer you the best viewing quality at all times. With the DL2215 LED 
monitor, things are certainly                 !



Product Name DL2215

Product Color

LCD Size

Aspect Ratio

Resolution (max.)

Display Area(mm)

Pixel Pitch (mm)

Brightness ( typ.)

Contrast ( typ. )

Viewing Angle (L/R;U/D) (CR>=10)

Response Time(Tr+Tf) typ.

Display Colors

Input Connector

Power Supply (90~264 AC)

Power Consumption
(Base on Energy star)

Power Saving Mode

CTN Dimensions (HxWxD mm)

Dimensions(HxWxD mm)

Dimensions with Wall Mount 
(HxWxD mm) 

Net Weight (kg)

Gross Weight (kg)

Win7

Win8

HDCP

Color Temperature

OSD Language

VESA Wall Mounting

Tilt (down/up)

Glossy Black

21.5"W

16:9

1920x1080

476.64X268.11

0.248

200 cd/m²

600:1

90/65

5ms

16.7million

D-sub / DVI

Built-in

17.3W

<0.5W

426x575x125

369x515x178

369x515x55

2.8

3.9

Yes

Yes

Yes

6500/7500/9300/user mode

10 languages

Yes

-5~20

BenQ DL2215 LED Monitor

1080P

The DL2215 draws on a breakthrough design.  Viewed from 
the front, the DL2215 offers a cleanly sculpted countenance, 
while its backplate uses boldly terraced contours, effectively 
reducing any impression of bulkiness. The housing’s sleek lines 
work in counterpoint to the crisply shaped oval base stand, 
creating a deft balance between contrasting visual elements 
and conveying an incisive sense of rich layering.

LED Leads the Way
LED backlighting offers significant advantages 
over the CCFL technology used in older LCD 
monitors. These advantages encompass not only 
performance metrics such as higher dynamic 
contrast, no light leakage and flicker-free, but also 
environmental factors, mercury-free and power 
saving.

Full HD 1080p Visual Perfection
A full HD 1080p resolution means one thing and 
one thing only – the perfection of uncompressed, 
crystal clear images with 100% dot-to-dot viewing 
quality. The subtlest details are rendered to stand 
out with richer, more realistic colors, making your 
viewing experience even more absorbing.
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